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Abstract

A standard protocol for analysis of microbial factories requires the screening of several populations in order to find the best performing ones. Standard analytical methods usually include high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), thin layer chromatography (TLC) or spectrophotometry, which are expensive and time-consuming processes. Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS), instead, is a highly sensitive spectroscopic technique for specific, fast and real-time sensing of biological samples. Here we demonstrate the use of SERS to discriminate between two different bacterial populations based on detection of p-coumaric acid (pHCA) in cell supernatant.

SERS active substrates, based on leaning gold-capped silicon nanopillars, were used for detection. They were successfully used to detect culture medium spiked with pHCA, and the effect of medium dilution was studied. For analysis of biological production of pHCA, triplicate cultures of \textit{E. coli} strains expressing a pHCA-forming enzyme (P) as well as of a non-producing strain (C) were grown. Then, supernatant samples were collected and their pHCA content was measured using SERS and HPLC for comparison. The intensity of the pHCA Raman mode at 1169 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (CH-rocking motion) showed different trends for P and C strains, similar to the results obtained using the HPLC method. Results illustrate that SERS can be used for quick and semi-quantitative discrimination of pHCA concentrations in cell supernatant medium.

\textsuperscript{*} Corresponding author. Tel.: +4591734340.
E-mail address: lmor@nanotech.dtu.dk
1. Introduction

Bacterial factories using genetically modified microorganisms as hosts, such as *E. coli* or *S. cerevisiae*, have proven efficient in the production of *p*-coumaric acid (pHCA) as a non-native secondary metabolite through non-oxidative deamination of tyrosine (Tyr) by tyrosine-ammonia lyase (TAL) [1,2]. As different modifications lead to different synthesis yields, a quantitative investigation is of crucial importance in order to find the best performing strain. Current standard methods include HPLC, TLC and spectrophotometry. These methods are sensitive and accurate, but they are time consuming and require large and expensive instrumentation. We suggest SERS, instead, as an alternative technique for quick analysis of biological samples. It is a molecule-specific, well-established spectroscopic technique which only requires drying a droplet of solution on an active substrate, with an analysis time of few minutes. SERS takes advantage of nanostructured metallic surfaces to enhance the weak Raman signal coming from analytes in solution. Our work is based on the SERS substrates developed by Schmidt et al. [3], based on flexible, metal-capped nanopillars, which can be produced at a wafer scale with high uniformity. Hence, we describe a simple and fast sampling procedure for qualitative screening of genetically modified *E. coli* strains, able to differentiate between a producing and a control strain within an analysis time of few minutes.

2. Results and discussion

Triplicate cultures of *E. coli* strains expressing TAL from *Flavobacterium johnsoniae* (and thus producing pHCA) (P) as well as control (C) strains were cultured in Tyr enriched medium according to the methods described in [1] (Fig. 1 (a)-(c)). Samples of cell supernatant were collected at 0, 3, 24 and 48 hours post seeding and their pHCA content was measured with HPLC, with the results shown in Fig. 1 (h). For SERS measurements, droplets of supernatant were dried on SERS active substrates, and acquired with a Raman microscope (Fig. 1 (d)-(f)). A high concentration of salts and other molecules in the sample matrix tend to form crystals on the active surface, thus preventing the leaning of nanopillars towards each other. The leaning effect of nanopillars (Fig. 1 (e), SEM image) creates regions called “hotspots”, where the enhancement of Raman signal takes place. Hence, the presence of salts significantly lowers the SERS signal coming from pHCA. For this reason, dilution of supernatant samples is needed. As shown in Fig. 1 (g), pHCA 100 µM spiked in M9 medium diluted with MilliQ water at different ratios was analyzed. As the dilution ratio of the medium increases, the amplitude of the signal increases as well, as the clogging effect of the salts decreases. However, when diluting the supernatant, the concentration of pHCA decreases as well, leading to lower sensitivity. Therefore, 1:10 dilution was chosen as a compromise between matrix and pHCA dilution for supernatant analysis. A MatLab analysis was performed to extract the height of the significant peak at 1169 cm⁻¹, with the results shown in Fig. 1 (i). The amplitude of peaks shows a similar trend compared to HPLC, being able to differentiate between P and C strains.
Fig. 1. Steps for bacterial culture and supernatant extraction: M9 culture medium with 1.8 mM Tyr is prepared, and aliquots of P and C strains of E. coli are inoculated (a) and incubated at 30 °C, 250 rpm in orbital shaker until the end of the experiment (b). During incubation, TAL converts Tyr into pHCA (insert). Aliquots of solution are taken from the cultures, centrifuged and sterile filtered at 0, 3, 24 and 48 h (c). 0.5 mL of supernatant are used for HPLC analysis, whereas 1 µL of 10-fold diluted supernatant is poured (d) and dried on the SERS substrate (e). SEM images (courtesy of Kaiyu Wu) show that the nanopillars stand vertically before wetting. After drying, surface tension makes the pillars lean close to each other, creating hotspots where the enhancement is higher. Finally a SERS map is acquired for each sample with a DXR Raman microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) at 780 nm, 1 mW, 10x objective, 25 µm slit (f). 100 µM pHCA spiked in culture medium diluted with MilliQ water in different ratios (1:2, 1:5, 1:10, 1:20) (g). Concentration of pHCA in cell supernatant for producing (P, black) and control (C, red) strains measured with HPLC (h). Each point is the average of 3 measurements, each one obtained from one of the triplicates. SERS signal at 1169 cm$^{-1}$ after baseline correction (i). Each point in the graph is the average of 3 maps of 25 points, whereas the error bars represent the standard error of the mean, calculated on the 3 average values.

3. Conclusions

In this work we demonstrated that SERS is a rapid and effective tool for qualitative screening of bacterial strains, based on the amount of synthetized secondary metabolites (e.g. pHCA). These results open up new possibilities for high-throughput quantitative analysis. Currently we are focusing on improving sensitivity by extracting pHCA in organic solvent and on integration of the assays on automated and high-throughput microfluidic platforms, such as lab-on-discs.
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